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ABSTRACT 

I 
'" .,. 

The atomic -beam magnetic-resonance technique was used to determine 

the hyperfine -structure separations and.the hyperfine -structure anomaly,be

tween·the isotopes Li
6 

and Li
7 

in the.
2s

1
;

2 
ground state. The separated

oscillatory-field method of Ra.msey was used to determine the hyperfine

structure separations. The hfs of Ll.
6 

is .6.v 6 = 228.20528(8) Me/sec, and of 

Li
7 

is .6.v
7 

= 803.50404(48) Me/sec. By means of these values and the value 

for the ratio of the g
1

' s obtained by Klein, the hyperfine- structure anomaly 

.'was determined to be .6.67 = + 1.065(6)X 10-
4

. The errors quoted .are four 

times the statistical errors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

.The hyperfine-structure separations and.anomaly of Li
6 

and Li
7 

in 

their 
2s

1
;

2 
ground state have been measured 

1 
with the atomic -beam magnetic

resonance technique. InJ949 Kusch and Mann:
2 

measured the hyperfine

structure anomaly of Li
6 

and Li 
7

, using the hyperfine -structure measure-

3 / -4 
ments of Kusch and Taub, and obtained t::.67 = + 1.25(27)X 10 Our experi-

ment was undertaken to remeasure t::.67 to greater precision. The signifi

cance of our result is related .to the distribution of nuclear magnetism within 

the nuclei of Li
6 

and Li
7

, and is discussed in Part II. 
4 

II. APPARATUS AND METHOD 

The atomic -beam apparatus used in this experiment, recently built at 

Be.rkeley, is described briefly in.Sec. II. A and shown in.Fig. 1. The dis-

tances between the important components and the oven slit are given in Table I. 

A. Beam Production and.Detection 

The lithium beam was produced by heating a stainless steel oven by 

, electron bombardment. A 100-mil iridium ribbon,in an oxygen.atmosphere of 

1X 10-
6 

mm of Hgwas used.as.a surface-ionization detector. 

For the L1
7 

hyperfine -structure determination, the beam was chopped 

by a mechanical flag driven by, a 15 -cps oscillator. The output of this oscil-

lator and the signal from the detector were fed .into a phase ,.sensitive amplifier. 

For the Li
6 

hyperfine-structure dete.;r.mination, the radio~frequencycurrent 

which produced the transitions was modulated at 15 cps instead. 
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B .. Radio-Frequency System 

The· radio -frequency current was fed into a hairpin constructed of two 

shorted parallel 4-by-4-inch silver-plated copper plates. The lithium beam 

passed along the surface of one of the plates and the ·constant magnetic field 

H 0 was -perpendicular to the plates. As the beam passed either edge of the 

copper plate,. it entered a region where the magnetic field of the radio -fre-

quency signal was parallel to H 0 . The edges of the hairpin then gave rise 

to the separated oscillatory. fields that are necessary to produce a Ramsey 

5-7 
pattern. . This system is shown in Fig. 2. 

The rf hairpin slid into a 1/4-inch gap between two parallel plates 

(each 1/2 by 3 by 12 inches) made of~ high-permeability material (Westing-

house• s Hypernom); the Hypernom plates, which were separated by 1/4-inch 

thick quartz spacers and held together with brass clamps, were then placed 

between the pole tips of a 12 -inch electromagnet (Varian V -4012A). By varying 

the position of the spacers and the pressur.e on the brass clamps, we could 

change the homogeneity of H
0

. The best homogeneity thus obtained was about 

3 .parts in 10
5 

over the four inches of the hairpin. This system is shown in 

. Fig .. 3. 
c 

The radio-'frequency oscillators were locked with a 10-Mc/sec phase-

sensitive detector (Schomandl FDS3 Syncriminator ). A 1-Mc/ sec crystal 

oscillator (Manson model RD-140) was used as a standard-frequency source, 

·.which was calibrated against an Atomic ron. A block diagram of the· radio

frequency system used in the Li
6 

experiment is shown in Fig. 4. A similar 

arrangement-was used in the Li
7 

experiment. When the oscillator was locked 

to the output of the multiplier, a Lissajous figure appeared on the oscilloscope. 

• 
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III. THEORY 

Lithium has a 
2s1; 2 electronic ground state. The Hamiltonian of an 

.atom with J = 1/2 in an. external magnetic field H
0 

is given by 

(1) 

where ~O is the value of the Bohr magneton, .!and ;L are the nuclear and 

electronic angular momenta, g
1 

ang gJ are the nuclear and electronic 

g ~factors, and ~v is the zero ~field hyperfine- structure separation .between 

the ·· F = It 1/2 and the ·· F = I-1/2 levels. The energy levels of this 

Hamiltonian.are given by the well-known Breity-Rahi formula, which predicts 

that the field-independent a transitions, (F = 2, mF = - 1) _._ (F = 1, mF = - 1) 

in Li 
7 

and (~ = 3/2, mF = -1/2) - (F = 1/2, mF = - 1/2) in Li
6

, occur at 

the frequency 

(21+1)
2

( 
v - 11 min [ 1 + 16! x 

2] 
xmin) ' 

where 

and 

x= 

Here iJ:o is the Bohr magneton; ~v, the hfs sep~ration; and 

These transitions are indicated on.Figs. 5 and 6. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

X . = (21-1)/(21+1). m1n 

Dy making.a least-squares fit of the observed transition frequencies in 

the ne.ighborhood of the minimum transition frequency, to Eq. (2), we obtain 

the best value of v . , from which.we then obtain the hyperfine-structure m1n 
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. sepa·ration. This scheme .has the advantage of not being dependent on the 

.magnetic-field errors to-first order. 

IV. RESULTS 

The experimental data obtained on the Li 
7 

direct transition are shown 

in Fig .. · 7 .. For this transition two sets of data were obtained, each set being 

taken for a different orientation of the rf hairpin, to determine the effect of 

the phase difference between the separated oscillating .fields. The shift in 

the hfs proved to ·be on the order of 120 cps, which was of the same order as 

the frequency errors. The experimental data-obtained on the Li
6 

direct tran-

sition are also shown. The curves indicated are the least-squares fit to the 

data obtained. For Li 
6 

the . v . ,is 215.15400(8). Mc/se·c, and therefore m1n · 

.6.v6 = 228. 20528(8)-Mc/sec. For Li
7 

vmin is 695.85491(40) Me/sec, and 

therefore .6.v
7 

= 803.5.0404(48) Me/sec. The errors quoted are four times 

the. statis-tical er-rors. 

Th h f . 1 b h . L" 6 d L" 7 · .... e · .. y.per 1ne--structure anoma y. · etw-een •t -e tsotopes 1 an· 1 1s 

(5) 

. whereifl is the reduced mass- of the isotope in questio~. Using the ratio of 

the g
1 

~alues obtained by Klein, 
8 

g 7/g
6 

= 2.64090588(2~), we obtain for the 

hyperfine -structure anomaLy of the isotopes Li
6 

and Li 
7

. the value 

t::..
6 

= + 1. 06.5(6 )X 10-4 ,. where the quoted error is four times. the statistical 
7 

error. 

•• 

,J. 
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Table I. Distances between pertinent parts of atomic-beam 

machine B and the oven slit. 

Part 

A-collimator and beam chopper 

·Buffer calibration oven 

.. C -collimator 

. ·Radio-frequency hairpin 

· .. Stopwire 

· B -collimator 

, Surface ionization detector 

. Foil detector 

Distance from oven slit 
(in. ) 

3 

.6 

42.5 

54 

85 

101 

104 

109 

•• 

ii·· 
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. FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic sketch of the atomic -beam machine. The oven. is at 

0, entrance slits at A, potassium oven at B, collimator at C, 

hairpin at HP, stopwire at SW, exit slits at BC, and detector at HW. 

Fig. 2. Radio -frequency hairpin. Two rf magnetic .-field lines are indicated. 

Fig. 3. Hypernom plate assembly. Hairpin not shown. 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the radio -frequency. system used for the Li 
6 

hyperfine -structure determination. The surface -ionization detector 

and electrometer system is called "Hotwire. " 

Fig. 5. Breit-Rabi energy-level diagram for Li
6 

The .6.mF = 0 field

independent a transition is indicated by the arrow. 

Fig. 6. Breit -Rabi energy-level diagram for Li 
7 

The .6.mF = 0 field

independent a transition.and the .6.mF = 1 field-calibrating tran-

sition are indicated with arrows. 

Fig. 7. Li
6 

and Li
7 

data plots and the corresponding least-squares-fit 

curves . 
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HP sw 

Measurements in inches 

MU-32346 
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4 in. 

H0 field 

MU-32352 

.• 
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MU-32349 
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v-10 Me/sec 
Harmonic Oscillator ___, I Zl Zl 

amplifier Mixer and 
amplifier 

v-10 
10 Me/sec 

-N-Mc/sec Correction 

Phase voltage 
detector 

Frequency 
decade 10 Me/sec 

100 Oscilloscope 10 Me/sec 
kc/sec Frequency 

Crystal 100 kc/sec counter 
oscillator 

and 
divider 

_I v Adjustable I Modulator 
line 

j 15cps lv 
l Hairpin j 

Oscillator 

~ 15cps 

Phase H Hotwire I 
detector 

Y Recorder I 

MU-32354 
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